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a new kind of relationship HeDA Board of Directors
[Chairman’s message] [the Association’s Board consists of 11 CEOs]

Dear Members,

Best wishes for a happy summer!
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George Kotsalos

The General Assembly of June 30, 2016 has elected and nominated
the New Board of Directors of HeDA. The executive secretary, Mrs.
Konstantina Oikonomou, implements and supervises Board policies.
Chairman
Mr. George Kotsalos
Vice Chairman
Mr. Zooullis Mina
Treasurer
Mr. Konstantinos Maggioros
General Secretary
Mr. Panagiotis Mparas

INTERAMERICAN (ACHMEA)
ATHENIAN BREWERY
FRIESLANDCAMPINA HELLAS
PHILIPS HELLAS

Members
Mrs. Hiro Athanassiou
Mr. George Arkadis
Mr. Leonidas Vrettakos
Mr. Kanaris Papanastasopoulos
Mrs. Maria Ioanna Politopoulou
Mr. Ioakeim Provatas
Mr. George Thomaidis

ELAIS - UNILEVER HELLAS
ABN AMRO BANK NV
AB VASSILOPOULOS
CARGLASS GREECE
NN HELLAS
VIVECHROM
CORAL

Deputy Member
Mr. Aris Daskalopoulos

ALPHA DELTA

a new relationship
presidential visit
Posidonia 2016
new BoD member
sustainability
flying to NY
recession deepens
a vision of progress
yacht show
goal “zero”

inHeDA

On behalf of the new board I wish to
thank you for your continued trust
and support. It is with great pleasure
that I welcome the new additions to
the Board of Directors of HeDA.
Mr Vrettakos and Ms Politopoulou
are both outstanding figures in the
business community and I am certain
they are going to contribute significantly in the activities of
our Association.
The business society in Greece has identified, through the
positions recently expressed by SEV, two key focus areas:
Number one is gradually rebuilding trust. Lack of trust,
hinders investments and blocks decision and growth. But
trust can only be inspired - not imposed. Number two is the
stability of decisions, which is linked with trust. Effectiveness
and speed in creating the proper conditions for economic
and social stability are imperative but, in order to succeed
this, we must have at least a few years of stability of decisions.
When there is a will, there is a way. And the way is
competence. The private sector (the enterprises and the
Chambers) have proved they can manage crises, cooperate
and break new ground. The members of our association
have undertaken such initiatives in numerous occasions
and have adjusted their strategies to achieve a sustainable
growth. On the other hand, the public administration
needs to show relative competence. If the economic and
social stability is not perceived as a common cause, we
cannot really be optimistic about our future.
On our part, we are ready for a new kind of relationship with
the public sector. And we believe this applies to the whole
private sector in general and especially to our Association
and all our member enterprises. The public sector could
certainly benefit from our expertise, our experience in
governance, human resources management, accountability,
simplification and modernization of functions. Nowadays,
there are no geographical borders in the economy, the
markets or the employment. This is the spirit modern times
demand as a token of a new “patriotism”. Patriotism for
us, for HeDa and its member companies, means healthy
enterprising, extroversion, innovation, flexibility, adoptability.
We wish to fight the unemployment, ranking number
one problem for the greek citizens. We wish to continue
to operate locally and for the interest of the local market,
enjoying the full trust of our stakeholders.
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Strengthening the relationship

[Τhe President of the Hellenic Republic, Μr. Prokopis Pavlopoulos, payed an official visit to the Netherlands]
The conclusion of the first six months of this year were crowned
by the President of the Hellenic Republic, Μr. Prokopis Pavlopoulos,
paying an official visit to the Netherlands on Monday 4 and Tuesday
5 July. The president and his wife were received at Noordeinde Palace in The Hague on the morning of 4 July by His Majesty the King
Willem-Alexander and Queen Màxima. After the ceremony there
was an audience with the King and Queen, followed by lunch. The
King and the President both gave speeches.
In the afternoon, President Pavlopoulos was received at the Senate in
The Hague by the President of the Senate, Ms Ankie Broekers-Knol,
and the President of the House of Representatives, Ms Khadija Arib.
The President and his wife then visited the Mauritshuis and the International Court of Justice in The Hague.
Later that afternoon a reception was held for members of the Greek
community in the Netherlands. In the evening Prime Minister Mark
Rutte hosted a dinner for President Pavlopoulos at the Catshuis.
On the second day of the visit the President and his wife visited the Modern Greek Department at the University of Amsterdam
and the Social and Economic Council (SER). The programme ended with a visit to YES!Delft, a tech incubator which unites students
and new entrepreneurs with knowledge, investors and coaches.
The visit will contribute to further strengthening the relationship between the Netherlands and Greece on various topics and underlines the close cooperation between officials from both countries. V

An impressive 59 Dutch companies at Posidonia 2016
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The embassy looks back on a successful Posidonia 2016 with 59 Dutch
companies represented as exhibitors. We are grateful for the efforts of
branch organization Netherlands Maritime Technology (NMT), which
provided special attention for our country by arranging a Holland Pavilion once again.
The biannual international maritime exhibition welcomed 22,000 visitors, which comes down to an increase of 14% in comparison to the
previous edition. According to Kathimerini, interest in exhibition space
for the next edition in 2018 is already overwhelming.
Monday, June 6, the Αmbassador and embassy staff members Mrs. Sap
and Mrs. Lubbinge visited the opening ceremony. Afterwards, Ambassador Caspar Veldkamp presented NMT’s manager Μrs. Marjan Lacet
to Greece’s Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras, who was touring the exhibition.
Wednesday, June 8, a Dutch delegation visited several Dutch exhibitors, including respected companies such as Damen Shipyards and Smit
International. Ambassador Veldkamp “was impressed by the fact that
Posidonia really showcases the latest technologies, equipment and services for the marine industry”. He was “proud to see 59 Dutch companies represented on the exhibition”. Subsequent to this tour, the
Embassy together with NMT organized a networking reception with
guests from all over the Greek and Dutch maritime sector.
The following two days, the Holland Pavilion was surprised by important visitors once again. Greek Minister of Shipping and Island Policy
Thodoris Dritsas and European Commissioner for Transport Violeta
Bulc were welcomed by colleague Mrs. Lubbinge and Mrs. Mollema of
Netherlands Maritime Technology.
The embassy is grateful for the sponsoring by HeDA members, Athenian Brewery and FrieslandCampina Hellas. V

HeDA welcomes new BoD member

Orange Water Art

Mr. Leonidas Vrettakos is Chief Operating Officer and a member of the Executive Committee of
Alfa-Beta Vassilopoulos SA. Previously, until July
15th 2013, he held the position of SVP Strategy &
Marketing for all SEE Opcos and Business Development for Serbia, BiH, Montenegro & Bulgaria.
He commenced his career in Retail & Sales business in January 1990 at Continent Hellas. During
1990 and 1995 he participated in a store training
Logistics, Negotiations & Store Management, in
France and Spain respectively. In the summer of
1997, he was appointed Purchasing Manager at
AB Vassilopoulos SA, and in 1998, he became
Commercial Director and member of AB
Steering Committee (named afterwards AB
Executive Committee). He successfully kept
this position until the end of November of 2007,
when he took over as Business Development,
Strategy and Marketing Executive Director. In July 2011, Mr. Vrettakos was appointed as SVP Strategy & Marketing SEE and Business Development for Serbia,
BiH, Montenegro & Bulgaria, for Delhaize Group S.A.
He holds a degree from Panteion University of Athens, Greece, section of Political Science, specializing in International Affairs. He speaks English, and French at
a good level.
He also acquired a MBA Degree from the Economics & Business University of
Athens, Greece. V

“Orange Water” works on a unification of public cultural places
and archaeological monuments
around Greece and The Netherlands and development of
Contemporary Art Festival with
painting, sculpting, video art and
installation exhibitions from distinctive Greek, Dutch and international artists. “Orange Water”
is the main Contemporary Cultural Event of the Greek Summer
with high cultural status and recognition.
It contributes to the strength of
inter-cultural relations between
Greece and The Netherlands in Europe with natural action field the Greek islands.
“Orange Water” Art Festival is under the auspices of the
Greek Ministry of Culture, The Greek Ministry of Tourism
and the Embassy of The Netherlands in Athens.
For 2016, “Orange Water” will host 13 contemporary art
exhibitions in 9 public spaces in Athens, Crete, Santorini,
Paros, Korinthos and Patra between 4 June and 30 September. There are 65 participating artists and over 400
artworks to be exhibited. V

[A unification initiative of public cultural places and
monuments around Greece and The Netherlands.]
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[Mr. Leonidas Vrettakos is the Chief Operating Officer
of AB Vassilopoulos SA]
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A Global Sustainability Powerhouse?:Transforming EU potential into practice
[More and more smart businesses prioritise the sustainability agenda to stay ahead of the competition.]

Last year the United Nations reached an important milestone: It
adopted the global agenda until 2030. In order to make these Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s also known as “Global Goals”)
a reality, new business models are required that will deliver more
sustainable, inclusive and equitable growth.
Against the background of the Global Goals, Europe is in urgent need
of a growth agenda. One proof point underpinning that assertion:
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the EU declined by 72% since its
peak in 2007. In addition, despite historic low interest rates, cheap
energy, and monetary stimulus, there is not enough confidence with
people to invest. In the current European turbulent context of very
low population growth, sluggish economic recovery and deflation, we
need a new S-curve. However, in light of immediate immigration and
security challenges, governments are clearly struggling to dedicate sufficient political time and investment to bring about Europe’s economic
renaissance.
That is the more disappointing, as Europe is well-placed to actually
make this happen: Europe still produces 25% of global GDP, with a
highly skilled and creative workforce, a strong intellectual property
regime and solid industrial basis. The 2015 World Economic Forum
(WEF) Global Competitiveness Report ranks no less than six European countries in the top 10 of which 5 are EU Member States.
It is no coincidence that Europe has been fertile ground for some of
the leading brands in the world, ranging from iconic car, fashion, food,
cosmetics brands, and many more! These brands are drivers of innovation par excellence, and they increasingly meet consumers’ desire
for sustainability. We know that 72% of consumers in Germany and
France are willing to switch to brands that have a stronger positioning
on sustainability. Opportunity knocks!
Increasingly we thus see more and more smart businesses prioritise
the sustainability agenda to stay ahead of the competition. Unilever
is now operating on a new business model set out in its Sustainable Living Plan, thereby at the same time contributing to the Global
Goals. Business results prove us right: brands that integrate sustainability grow twice as fast with 2 gross margin points higher profitabiltiy
as other brands.
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Moreover, Unilever brands that have led the way on sustainable living, i.e. Dove, Lifebuoy, Ben&Jerry’s and Comfort are achieving above
average growth. And the story doesn’t stop there: integrating ecoefficiency measures in our factories have already resulted in a cumulative cost saving of €400m.
These data teach us two things. Firstly, the business case for sustainability becomes increasingly compelling. Even more importantly,
Europe has all the right fundamentals to become the Sustainability
Powerhouse of the world, resulting in a better future for all. Business
has an important role to play, by providing ideas, drive and of course

entrepreneurial spirit! In the
Netherlands, the Dutch
Sustainable Growth Coalition was established by
several leading Dutch multinationals, including Philips,
DSM, Heineken and also
the Dutch employers representation VNO-NCW,
to raise awareness and encourage action to promote
sustainable growth.
What we need is a similar
initiative at European level
to drive a Growth Strategy
around five key areas:
1. Water, Manage water
(too much/too little and
clean) water for all;
2. F ood, Sustainable supply
Mr. Jan Zijderveld, President Unilever Europe
to feed 9 billion people
well;
3. E nergy, Halve energy usage through energy efficient ecosystem;
4. U
 rbanisation, building sustainable, Happy, Multicultural and Smart
Cities;
5. Healthy Ageing, Improve health for all, happy and healthy aging.
We need to proceed with speed and at scale. Business have a role
to play, but so do governments. They can incentivize investment by
formulating (and implementing) ambitious policies with clear targets
in the field of amongst others sustainable sourcing, renewable energy,
waste recycling and by ensuring faster pre-market approval procedures for innovations. Moreover, government should “walk the talk”
through Green Public Procurement programmes which will provide
them to act as “launching customer” in many areas. In this way private
capital investment looking for future growth opportunities will be attracted and unleashed.
In the remaining 100 days of its EU-Presidency, there is ample opportunity for the Dutch Government - which identified innovation and
job creation as one of its key EU priorities - to create support for a
new Growth Strategy. The objective: to kick start a European innovation and investment agenda with sustainable development at its core
using the Global Goals as its inspiration. A values-led Europe can truly
show the way: “Let’s move, and boost Europe’s economic potential
by scaling up sustainability where it matters most”. V

KLM celebrates 70th anniversary of service to New York

[70 years ago, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines became the first European airline to initiate scheduled
service between Amsterdam and New York.]
On 21 May 1946, KLM operated its first flight to what is now John F. Kennedy
Airport in New York (JFK). After the Second World War, KLM was the first
European airline to initiate service between Europe and America. To mark this
auspicious occasion, passengers flying from Amsterdam to New York (KL641)
on 21 May 2016 were served the recently introduced BOLS cocktail “Sweet and
Sour”. The cocktails were shaken live on board by BOLS cocktail shakers. What’s
more, all passengers received the booklet “Boterballentijd”, specially written for
KLM by Ronald Giphart. The book gives a fictional account of the inaugural flight.
‘’The fact that KLM has been offering passengers a direct connection between
Amsterdam and New York for the past 70 years is both a significant and symbolic
milestone. Many of the important milestones in KLM’s history share a link to
North America. What’s more, second to Europe, North America is KLM’s biggest
market. Together with our partner Delta Air Lines, KLM carries more than 2.8
million passengers from Amsterdam to North America. Where pioneering and
entrepreneurship served as the key to KLM success in the past, the same will
apply to the future.’’
Pieter Elbers - KLM President & CEO

October 2016, KLM will also begin to
offer service to Miami. The investment
in new destinations ties in with KLM’s
new network strategy. On the North
American route KLM and Delta have 20
destinations in summer and 21 in winter:
15 in the United States, one in Mexico
and five in Canada. For the first time in
history more than 5.5 million passengers
will travel between Amsterdam and
North America with KLM and Delta.
New Messenger Service
In addition to its new network strategy,
KLM continues to innovate. KLM and
Facebook Messenger recently took
another step in the social media arena. With effect from
13 March, KLM passengers have been able to receive their
booking and check-in confirmation, boarding cards and
flight status reports via Facebook Messenger. In the first
month alone, KLM passengers used the new Messenger
service no less than 115,000 times.
Anniversary Οffer
To mark the 70th anniversary of KLM’s service
between Amsterdam and New York, our social
media channels featured a video in which historical
images of the 1946 flight are interwoven with
modern-day footage. Furthermore, for departures
between 28 May and 16 June 2016 travellers could
book tickets from Amsterdam to the Big Apple for a
special fare of EUR 470. V
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New York
In 1946, KLM started with a daily flight to New York.
In cooperation with our partner Delta Air Lines,
KLM now operates four flights a day between
Amsterdam and John F. Kennedy Airport. On
this route, KLM and Delta Airlines each operate
two flights a day. In addition, Delta operates
daily service between Amsterdam and Newark
Liberty International Airport (EWR). Each year,
KLM brings around 400,000 passengers to “New
Amsterdam”, making it KLM’s top North-Atlantic
destination. Together, KLM and Delta carry more
than 750.000 passengers each year.
Our successful partnership with Delta Air
Lines offers passengers an extensive network,
ensuring swift and easy transfers to their chosen
destinations. KLM recently added a new North
American destination to its network: Salt Lake
City, which is one of Delta’s five hubs. Via this hub,
KLM offers its passengers seamless connections
to more than 50 North American cities. From
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The recession deepens, despite support from external demand

[Available data reflects a cautious stability, as most indicators fail to point clearly towards anyone direction]
available data reflects a cautious stability, as most indicators fail to
point clearly towards anyone direction. In spite of this, the economy
appears to be performing stronger abroad, as domestic demand suffers from the impact of the increased uncertainty.

The procrastination and the delays that have postponed the completion of the first review of the adjustment program have led to a new
bout of uncertainty. In turn, this has led to the persistence of mixed
trends in the market and to a renewed dip of the economy into recession. According to provisional data by ELSTAT, GDP weakened
by -1.4% during Q1 2016, thus concluding three consecutive quarters
of decline after 6 consecutive quarters of growth. This development
is in line with the decline of the economic confidence indicator. The
successful conclusion of the first review will lead to better recovery
prospects, as the payment of the tranche of €10.3 bn is expected to
improve liquidity in the economy, given that part of it will be used to
pay off the arrears owed by the state to private sector agents. This
improved liquidity, along with the likely strengthening of the tourism
sector, is likely to partially offset the recessionary impact of the new
fiscal adjustment measures in the pension system, as well as those
leading to sizable increases in numerous taxes. For the time being,

In particular
• Industrial production in non-oil manufacturing increased for the 6th
consecutive month in April 2016 (+4.2%), supporting an increase by
+2.7% during the first 4 months of the year.
• Non-oil exports of goods continue to demonstrate resilience, returning anew to positive growth rates during April 2016 (+2.2%
and +0.5% for the period from January to April 2016). During the
same period, imports of goods except fuels increased spectacularly
(+26.5% in April and +9.6% for the period from January to April).
• The expectations of households regarding unemployment, which
had increased to extremely pessimistic levels during the previous
months, are improving slightly during May 2016, along with the expectations that relate to savings and major purchases. These developments offset the worsening expectations regarding the economic situation, offering a respite from the continuous decline to
consumer confidence (-71.9 from -73.7 during the previous month).

• Positive expectations regarding tourism are becoming entrenched,
as receipts from tourism increased +8.2% during March 2016, making up for the losses observed during the two first months of the
year (-5.6%), and resulting in a marginal decline (-0.1%) for the period from January till March 2016. At the same time, business expectations in tourism remain lower than last year, but improved during
May 2016 (88.9 instead of 79.7 during the previous month).
The unemployment rate continued declining during March 2016
(24,1% instead of 24,2% during the previous month and 25,7% during
March 2015) staying on a slowly improving path.
At the same time, however,
• Economic confidence weakened slightly during May 2016 (89.7 instead of 90.3 during the previous month), as a result of negative expectations in the manufacturing industry, while expectations in all other sectors improved. At the same time, the purchase managers index
(PMI) declined slightly (48.4
from 49.7 during the previous
month), staying below 50 for
the 4th consecutive month.
The PMI declined mainly as a
result of weaker new orders,

domestic and from international markets, while the decline in employment was marginal.
Volume in retail sales declined for the 3rd consecutive month, but
the decline moderated to -1.6% (from -6.8% in February), and when
compared to February 2016 the seasonally adjusted volume increased
by +3.2%. Overall, during the first quarter of 2016 the volume of sales
declined in all stores, excluding food stores (+3.9%) and clothing and
apparel stores (+1.9%), while the general index declined by -3.4%
(-2.1% except fuel).
In view of developments as above, international organizations, like
the European Commission and the OECD more recently, are still
forecasting positive growth during the 2nd semester of 2016. Yet, the
austerity measures that have already been agreed for the next 3 years
are expected to burden severely private consumption that comprises
80% of GDP. In order for these forecasts to become reality and to
firmly establish expectations that growth will be positive during the
long term, it is necessary to encourage productive investment that will
create new jobs and, as a consequence, generate sustainable incomes.
This was also the core message of the Industrial Conference organized by SEV during May 23 and 24, kick-starting a debate regarding
the design of an industrial strategy for innovation, growth and jobs. V
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Michael Massourakis, Chief Economist, Michael Mitsopoulos, Senior Advisor and Thanassis Printsipas, Associate Advisor, comment on the Greek Economy in the monthly bulletin
of SEV (Hellenic Federation of Enterprises).
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eCare Companion plays a key role in helping to preserve patients` independence and quality of
life, by continuing to facilitate clinical monitoring and support even when they are out and about.
Supporting healthy living, with complete flexibility and freedom for today`s patients eCare
Companion removes the boundaries to remote care, by providing continual monitoring and
support for patients on the go, using a 3G enabled tablet computer.
eCare Companion leverages the secure network connection we already use to deliver regular,
personalized interactions to patients` televisions. By applying recent advances in telecommunications
and computing technologies, eCare Companion makes that information portable, delivering
healthcare to suit the needs of patients with chronic conditions as they enjoy active lifestyles.

eCare Companion makes it possible to continue providing «home healthcare» even when the
patient is not at home.
By using a dedicated tablet computer with 3G networking, the patient and clinician can stay in
touch wherever the patient has access to a mobile data connection.
• Patients use a touch screen to access messages and educational videos, and to respond to
questions from their clinician
• Patients can enter weight, blood pressure and other vital signs, for remote monitoring
The clinicians use a single program to interact with all their patients using eCare Companion,
whether via their televisions, tablet PCs or other forms of interaction.
That means care providers only need one application to build personalized messages, check – up
modules and media elements into comprehensive, customized care plans.
They can use the same rules-based intelligence and clinical decision support tools, to enable them
to use their expert clinical skills to care for the patient.
Philips TeleHealth system, including eCare Companion (Motiva), is CE - marked in accordance with
the Medical Device Directive (MDD) as a Class IIa Device.

Easing the transition to remote healthcare
eCare Companion enables patients to move on from care in the hospital to remote care in their
own home!

eCare Companion
enables patients to
move on from care
in the hospital to
remote care in
their own home!
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• Empower patients to maintain their commitment to healthy living, inside and outside the home
• Continue to engage patients through personalized interactions
• Extend reach and increase patient «touch points» from hospital to home, and beyond
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VIANEX:
a vision of progress, creation and excellence
Today, VIANEX is a symbol of Greek creative strength in its field, the pharmaceutical sector. With exceptional manufacturing
capabilities at its four privately owned modern plants, VIANEX has expertise across the entire spectrum of pharmaceutical
products and is constantly developing its strategic plans. Its financial strength is combined with its understanding of the
responsibility which comes with its position. This, together with the exceptional financial results it returns every year, makes
VIANEX one of the most inspired forward-thinking companies in Greece. VIANEX, which employs more than 1,100 people, is in
the process of implementing a major investment program and is pursuing new strategic business opportunities internationally.
Guided by the Giannakopoulos family’s values of dedication, faith and vision, VIANEX has reached the top of the Greek
pharmaceutical industry, making a significant contribution to the national economy. “The secret of our success”, says Dimitris
Giannakopoulos, Executive Vice-President and Deputy CEO, “is that these values have been passed down from generation
to generation, and, together with the contribution of our highly qualified staff, our mission is not just to maintain VIANEX’s
leading role in the Greek pharmaceutical industry, but to extend our activities beyond the borders of Greece”.
HeDA: VIANEX, Panathinaikos, DPG Digital. How do you manage
to coordinate three so diversified, yet so successful operations?
D. Giannakopoulos: Indeed, it’s not simple, but it is challenging
to manage three very different kinds of business. The key is hard
work and right strategic planning, in order to have positive results.
The most important thing though is that I followed the example
of my father, Pavlos Giannakopoulos. Watching my father as he
successfully built and ran both VIANEX and VIAN and also being
the person who “grew” the PAO brand, gave me a heads up.
HeDA: The Group’s heritage has been defined by the personality
of founder Pavlos Giannakopoulos. How much you have been influenced and what are your aspirations and plans and vision for the
future?
D. Giannakopoulos: Pavlos Giannakopoulos is a figure not only
for the Group, but for the Greek pharmaceutical industry in general. His vision and aspiration combined with the values of dedication and faith, have led VIANEX to the top, making a significant
contribution to the national economy. As for my plans, are to
sustain growth using the same ethics as Pavlos Giannakopoulos
and the vision is to internationalise VIANEX and to further grow
the PAO brand.
HeDA: The Group, besides a clear and concrete strategic plan has
shown no hesitation in taking risks. Do you consider that today’s
volatile environment allows high-risk investments?
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D. Giannakopoulos: Volatile environment brings opportunities
to the table, but needs careful selection. Recently, Giannakopoulos Group announced the acquisition of the 50% of the company
“Superfoods”, (joint venture with Papazoglou Group) in order to
enter the food supplements’ market. This is a €6 million investment, which will contribute to innovation and competitiveness of
the Greek economy.
HeDA: Is there a “red line”
concerning necessary compromises and drawbacks dictated
by management practices in
the context of austerity?

D. Giannakopoulos: The “red line” has been passed by a lot.
The Greek pharmaceutical industry accepted compromises and
drawbacks, but it was the sector that was targeted as a scapegoat
for all “malfunctions” of the health system. Logically we should
have stopped business in Greece, but our consciousness wouldn’t
allow it. We insist to evolve our vision in Greece and to boost
the national economy, despite the difficult financial environment.
HeDA: Exports and extroversion. How actively are you involved and
how necessary are foreign markets to sustainable growth, during the
Greek economy recession?
D. Giannakopoulos: Exports, unfortunately, are the only way,
if we want to sustain our business, since the domestic pharmaceutical market has lost more than 30% of its value, over the
past four years. Nevertheless, Greek pharmaceutical industry has
shown its productive potential in the exports field too, as now
holds the second place in the list of exports by product, in the
Greek economy. VIANEX exports its high quality products to
more than 30 countries all over the world and it is our strategic
plan to expand further, to new foreign markets.
HeDA: One of the most painful situations - resulting from the everlasting crisis - is that of the immigration of young scientific talents.
Does the Group offer the necessary opportunities and benefits in
order to attract and capitalize on younger employees? How do you
“manage” employee loyalty in turbulent times?
D. Giannakopoulos: The so called “brain drain” is the outcome
of the unemployment’s dramatic rate, especially in younger people with higher education level, who struggle to get a chance for
a job, and if they get one, unfortunately is often underpaid. As a
Group, we believe that our people are our most valuable asset.
We honor this commitment to our 1,200 employees, all these
difficult years of the financial crisis, by having neither dismissals nor salary reductions. On the contrary, we invest in human
capital in order to maximise the efficiency of the organisation
and the services it provides. Our primary concern is to maintain
a high level of staff expertise through training programs on issues relating to production, quality control, promotion and use
of modern technologies, and also by funding additional training

[After several decades of successful progress, VIANEX seeks to continue to set
the standard for entrepreneurial concepts and creative solutions, to continue to
be a driving force in the Greek Pharmaceutical Industry and, as always, continue to
conscientiously maintain the company’s positive participation in the field of healthcare.]

Dimitris Giannakopoulos,
Executive Vice-President and Deputy CEO

HeDA: Could you describe the most significant problems the
Greek Pharmaceutical Industry is facing and the ways in which
the State contributes (or not) towards a solution?
D. Giannakopoulos: Greek Pharmaceutical Industry suffers a long-term attack by severe austerity measures, such as
rebate and clawback regulations. Given the high returns on
the pharmaceutical expenditure plus taxation, for every four
products that the industry provides to the healthcare system,
one is for free. Another significant problem is the long delays
in payments from the State.
All these factors have a great negative impact on the sustainability, especially, of the Greek pharmaceutical firms.
These measures, along with the obligatory drastic substance
prescription (which is another policy with negative impact),
should be revised at the first chance.
HeDA: How important is coordinated CSR in supporting or relieving Greek society from the numerous hardships of an ongoing economic crisis?

D. Giannakopoulos: A coordinated approach to CSR is increasingly important for Greek society competitiveness. It can
bring benefits in terms of management, cost savings, access
to capital, customer relationships, human resource management, and innovation capacity. It also encourages more social
and environmental responsibility from the corporate sector
at a time when the crisis has damaged consumer confidence
and the levels of trust in business.
In this context, VIANEX:
• Actively supports associations, organizations and welfare
institutions operating in the health sector.
• Arranges for distribution of scientific publications, research
papers and educational materials of all kinds to the medical/pharmaceutical community and other institutions, hospitals and research centers.
• Works closely with the country’s University Clinics and Research Centers to promote scientific knowledge and direct
use of research in VIANEX’s production centers, for the
benefit of the general public.
• Provides financial support for organisation and attendance
of conferences and workshops.
• Adapts its production activities and undertakes actions to
reduce its environmental footprint. V
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for executives. In addition, VIANEX provides financial support for research studies to highlight, evaluate and improve
pharmaceutical product and awards a number of prizes and
scholarships every year.
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East Med Yacht Show 2016 rocked Marina Zeas, Pireas

[HeDA was present with a kiosk and participated throughout all the events of the East Med Yacht Show]
East Med Yacht Show 2016 - The 15th Anniversary Edition,
which took place between May 13 and 18 in Marina Zeas,
Pireas, was a big hit and was eventually brought to a successful close.
Minister for Shipping and Island Policy Th. Dritsas, Deputy
Minister of Economy, Development & Tourism Mrs. Elena
Kountoura, Mayor of Piraeus Yiannis Moralis, President of
the Hellenic Professional Yacht Owners Association (EPEST) Antonis Stelliatos and President of the Hellenic Yacht
Brokers (ESMETH) Yiorgos Kollintzas jointly inaugurated
the event on Friday May 13.
EMYS 2016 featured:
• 54 yachts-members of EPEST and SITESAP, manned motor yachts, sailing yachts, catamarans & bareboats, covering the entire range of yachts available for chartering and
sale on the Greek market.
• 30 pavilions and kiosks by yacht charter companies as well
as other businesses providing the sea tourism industry
with services and products. HeDA was there with a pavilion of its own, thus actively contributing to the success
of the show.
•
Over 250 yacht brokers, tour operators, agents and
commercial reps from various countries, including Israel,
Russia, Turkey, the UK, the USA, Brazil, Cyprus, Poland,
Germany, Serbia, France, Spain, Switzerland, Ukraine, Italy
and Greece.
• Over 2,500 visitors.
This Show, a staple for maritime tourism in Greece, was coorganized by EPEST and ESMETH in collaboration with the
Hellenic Association of Travel & Tourist Industries (HATTA), the Greek Professional Yacht Owners Bareboat Association (SITESAP) and the Greek Economic Forum.
EMYS 2016 ran under the auspices of the Ministry of Shipping and Island Policy, the Greek National Tourist Organisation (GNTO), the Regional Authority of Attica, the Municipality of Piraeus, the Hellenic Chamber of Shipping, the
Piraeus Chamber of Commerce & Industry and HATTA. V
For further information, please
• either dial (0030) 2104526335 or email EPEST
at info@eastmedyachtshow.gr, or
• log on http://www.eastmedyachtshow.gr
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Corporate Profile (new, regular member)
Rijk Zwaan, our new regular member, launched new subsidiary in Greece as since 1st January 2016, Rijk Zwaan Hellas has
taken over the sales activities previously handled by the distributor Agrosystem. Rijk Zwaan Hellas is the 32nd subsidiary of
Rijk Zwaan, a vegetable breeding company with 2500 employees worldwide. The management team of Rijk Zwaan Hellas
comprises Christos Lavdas and Diamantis Tsiatouras, both of whom have been working at Agrosystem for many years in line
with the Rijk Zwaan philosophy: with a long-term vision and a focus on quality. Rijk Zwaan Hellas is based in Ierapetra on the
island of Crete where it also has a trial station. Rijk Zwaan has been active in Greece for more than 35 years and has built up a
sizeable market share in different vegetable crops. The Greek agri-food sector is currently undergoing rapid professionalisation.
A growing number of high-tech greenhouses are being built and chain management is on the rise. Rijk Zwaan will play a leading
role in these developments. V
Rijk Zwaan Hellas, 2ο χλμ Ιεράπετρας - Αγ. Νικολάου, Ιεράπετρα Λασιθίου - ΚρήτηΤ.Κ. 72 200
Τηλ +30 2842 503050-53, www.rijkzwaan.gr, rzhellas@rijkzwaan.gr
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Shell Safety Day 2016: “Achieving Goal Zero”
We hold annual global Safety Days with our employees and contractors
to help strengthen our safety culture. 2016 is the tenth year that we
celebrate our Safety Day Shell wide. We have come a long way since
our first Safety Day in 2007 and our Safety Day continues to mark a
day for us to gather our resolve for making our next step to “Achieving
Goal Zero”, as we do not yet achieve Goal Zero every day in every
Business. Not only is “Achieving Goal Zero” our theme for our Safety
Day 2016, it is also our theme for every day.
Here is an overview of how we marked the occasion in previous years:
•
Safety Day 2015 the overall message on Safety Day 2015 was
“Achieving Goal Zero because we care”. And continued with the
HSSE message: No Harm. No Leaks;
• Safety Day 2014 ‘Achieving Goal Zero’ focused on Re-energising the
Life-Saving Rules and No Harm. No Leaks;
• Safety Day 2013 focused on taking ‘Time for Safety’ but expand the
strong foundation of personal safety to connect others to process
safety and keeping others safe;
• Safety Day 2012 introduced the theme ‘Time for Safety’, focus on
the element of time. Our safety performance relies on all of us taking
time to do things safely;

• Safety Day 2011 continued with ‘Do the Right Thing’, which requires
capability, empowerment, and a sense of care for each other;
• Safety Day 2010 emphasised that when we each ‘Do the Right Thing’,
we go home safely to the lives we cherish;
• Safety Day 2009 introduced ‘Do the Right Thing’, which means being
proactive and creating a culture where everyone feels motivated to
work safely at all times, even when no one is looking;
• Safety Day 2008 encouraged everyone to make a pledge, small
changes which taken make a big difference;
• Safety Day 2007 helped raise awareness of safety and the understanding
of why people break rules through the ‘Holes’ campaign.
Our Safety Day 2016 was held on Wednesday, April 13th and was
celebrated at all Shell & MOH Aviation locations in Greece, Head
Office and 19 airports. For the first time this year, customers, airport
handlers and staff from Hellenic Civil Airport Authority at Macedonia
Airport were invited and successfully involved in the dialogue. V
Please visit our website for further information
www.shell-moh.com/safety-day
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• LOYALTY CLUB OF HEDA - MEMBER TO MEMBER OFFERS
http://www.heda.com.gr/members/member-to-member-offers-loyalty-club

All HEDA members have the opportunity to offer their services or products, at special
members’ rates, to other members of the Association. The offers will be posted on the
«Loyalty» page of our website: Loyalty Club Of Heda.
Send your offers now at heda@otenet.gr

• Facebook: www.facebook.com/hellenic.dutch.association
• Become A Member: http://www.heda.com.gr/members/become-a-member

